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by Norman Tardif
Sophomore Dental School
Recently, at the University
of North Carolina, the 197l
Conference on the Teaching of
Preventive Dentistry and
Community Health was held.
Forty-three of the nation's dental schools had faculty representatives present and about
twenty schools sent student
representatives. The meeting
was held to clarify the role of
Preventive Dentistry and
Community Health in a curriculum and also to enable the different schools to share the benefits of their previous experiences. As is customary with
such conventions, there were
problems in keeping away from
semantic games and the problem of keeping the discussions
on related subjects. On the
whole, the meeting was the best
of the four held to this date and
some positive results were obtained.
The conference began with
Dr. Irwin Mandel of Columbia
University, defining "Preventive Dentistry". Fortunately he
did not try to present a two sentence definition of the subject.
His definition was really a description of the areas that
Preventive Dentistry should be
involved in. This opener and
later discussions relating to it
were what I felt to be the
strongest contribution of the
convention. The basic point
made is that "Preventive Dentistry" if confined to a single
department will have a hard
time surviving. It must encompass all facets of dentistry to
truly become a philosophy.
This is not to say that a department is not needed but
that a single department cannot accomplish the goals unless the other departments
give their support. The restorative aspects of dentistry
'only repair damage due to
ignorance and neglect, both
of which are defeatable if
preventive dentistry is properly taught.
The proper teaching of
Preventive Dentistry ultimately
lies in the hands of the Dean. It
is he who must insure that
prevention of dental disease is
the prevailing goal of the
School of Dentistry. To do this
the rewards of the educational
system must be shifted from the
war hero (the good clinician) to
the unsung peacemaker (the
preventer of disease). In an effort to promote this idea the
convention voted to send to the
National Board of Dental
Examiners and all state boards
a proposal urging the inclusion
of a preventive dentistry section
to their exams. It is hoped that
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As we sat down in the Cadillac limousine at the
Pittsburgh Airport, we introduced ourselves to
three ladies and one "gentleman." At that point,
neither of us knew how miserable the next hour and
a half ride to Atlantic City, New Jersey, would be.
As we drive through smog, past smoke stacks, it
became clear that the "gentleman" in the front of
the car was no gentleman at all, but an experienced
conventioneer whom we have named Ugly American, D.D.S., Conventioneer. He began the conversation with a little humble disclosure of his background thusly, "I love going to these conventions
every year. Gives me a chance to let off a little
if you know what 1 mean, (har, har, har). 1
steam
like to get away from my clinic. We have 34 girls
and 5 lab men. I'm a Lt. Col. in the Air Force."
Just then, we passed some kind of factory
which filled the traveling steel prison with a vile
sulphur smell which could have been mistaken
for an odor of human origin. Dr. Ugly American
turned to the driver, a slight man of Africian
ancestry, and asked condescendingly as if to a
child, "Did you do that? (har, har, har)." Next
was a tirade on the drug problem in the United
States. "Of course, I do have my own drink
every now and again. Ah, but how those kids
destroy their lives with those drugs!"
His next act was a joke preluded with the question, "Idon't want to offend anybody with this
do you go to church? (to the Dental Assistant next
to me) I don't want to tell it if it offends anybody."
She replied, "I know you're going to tell it anyway,
so go ahead!" Then he proceeded thusly,
("censored), har, har, har." He then turned again
to thedriver brandishing a sack with acork and
bottle top sticking out of it and asked, "Do you
want a 'pull'?"
"Oh, no thank you, sir , we're not allowed ..."
"Oh, c'mon, nobdy will know about just a little
'pull'"
Failing there, he offered a 'pull' to the rest of us
in the back seat. My reply was, "No thanks, I have
plenty of pot and speed to last me !"
I could go on to explain how we were lucky

materials were very well done and distributed
before the meetings. We were considered active
participants in the discussions; our ideas were
actively solicited and well received. Further, we
were impressed to see dental educators as pri-

—

—

mary participants. In our opinion, the California
associations will have students as voting members in the near future.
NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE
For 18 months prior to the convention, a National Health Insurance Task Force had been at
work drawing up recommendations which the dental profession could follow "in the consideration of
a National Health program." The House of Dele-

Reflections on ADA Convention
enough to be staying in the same motel.only three
doors away from Dr. Ugly and how he kept waking
us up all night singing bubbly songs and telling that
same joke over and over again , but space will not
allow.
We did, however, meet many informed, hardworking delegates at the convention, which confirmed our faith in the dental profession.
In particular, we were greatly impressed by the
California delegation. The Caucus had met earlier in the year to discuss the feelings of their
constituents and all the delegates were present
and ready for the final debates in Atlantic City.

tivating students to be socially
sensitive would be the hardest
task to accomplish. To develop
an awareness ofthe possibilities
of services one can contribute
as adentist it is essential that
students have real contact with
the community that they will
some day serve. The problem is
where will this contact come
from. It is hoped that schools
will provide for community
involvement but as students

these experiences should be of
value to the patient, public,
school antl profession. It is
hoped that participation in
community activities be available to all students especially to
incoming freshmen.
Ofcourse some sort of guidance and education is needed
before a student can begin to
understand a community. The
general concensus of the convention was that the staffof a

Focus on Preventive Dentistry
National Board pressure will
motivate backward schools to
upgrade their preventive program.
The convention also dealt
with some areas of community
health. It was fell that a dental
school should produce a graduate who is clinically competent,
biologically based and socially
sensitive. It seemed thfct mo-

Much of the credit goes to fantastic preparation
by the Caucus professional staff; the convention

well know, many schools do
not. In these cases it is up to the
students to start such a program. However, if students do
so they must realize that they
need the support of the school's
staff to be truly successful.
Therefore, the planning of such
activities should involve a faculty representative. Since students are in school to learn.

dental school needed people
from the behavioral sciences.
This faction of the staff would
hopefully impress upon the students the importance of the
people on the ends of the teeth
they treat.

In summation, it was concluded by the convention that
the teaching of preventive dencontinued/page 4

by Rich Featherstone
and Pete Milgrom

gates considered each of the recommendations, and
confirmed most ofthe recommendations, but disapproved of others.
In the final blueprint, called "Guidelines for
Dentistry's Position in a National Health Program,
' the first statement, which summarizes it all, is
"The dental profession should take an active position in the design and support of a program that
includes a dental program that serves the needs of
all the people of this nation. The dental profession
continues to be in opposition to any national health
program that uses public funds to provide health

continued/page 4

financial aid
forms available
FINANCIAL AID APPLICATIONS for
next year (1972-73) are now available
in the Financial Aid Office, which is
located in Modular Building no. V,
lower level. Mod no. 1 is the new
building just west of the Parnassus

Avenue exit from the Millberry Union
parking lot.
The applications should be returned to the Financial Aid Office by
January 17, 1972.
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an editorial

Welcome back
Carl Yorita
ONt YFAR AGOTOMORROWON Dec.
an editorial appeared in the Synapse announcing the dismissal of then Editor Carl Yorita.
The editorial went on to attack Yorita's ability, integrity, and responsibility. Carl was given no
warning of this attack or a chance to reply.
Although the direction of the Synapse is now
under a campus-wide Publications Board, I feel the
shame of this incident still hangs over the name of
the Synapse. Carl was the best and most versitile
writer to ever grace the pages of this paper. (And I
will be willing to go over the Synapse issue-by-issue
for anyone who doesn't believe this statement.) His
articles on the effects of medical research funding
cutbacks, treatment of pregnant medical students,
and university and legislative manuevours over tuition increases were the brightests spots in the rather
bleak two past years. But my favorite, among his
articles, was a piece about skindiving off Hawaii.
Here is an very short exerpt from that article: 'Fear
and awe are the emotions experienced by a new
diver. Powerful waves and currents, moray eels,
sharks and rays all inspire a fear and respect for this
world in which Man is alien. With successive visits
the apprehension diminishes as a familiarity, an
identification with the marine world develops. Perhaps it is the beauty, the serenity, or the challenge
and the danger of adventure which irrestibly lure
one to enter this world. Some dive to spear and kill,
some outgrow this primitive activity to undertake
more humane and elevated pastimes. Sadly, many
of we bipeds never progress to more-meaningful
ways of thought and remain as locusts of the sea.'
If Carl had a fault, it was in lacking the overweening ego which characterized so many of the
past contributors to this paper. In the name of the
Synapse, I offer Carl an apology and welcome him
back to these pages.

11, 1970

ASUCSF: off the merry-go-round

editorials
by Loren Pickart
During the past two and one-half years, ASUCSF has changed directions and goals more often
than a toy horse on a merry-go-round. On Oct. 6,
1969 a headline in the Synapse reifd: "ASUC IS
MAKING DRAMATIC AND SIGNIFICANT
CHANGES." The first sentence of the article was:
"Following a twenty year history of minimal success and effectiveness with their campus-wide student organization, the students of the San Francisco campus reorganized the ASUC in the spring of
last year." By Oct. 13. 1969. S. Alex Stalcup was
bus\ on these pages defending himself against
charges of acting arrogantly and with disregard to
student opinion, but. by Nov. 17, 1969 the affair
seemed settled after an unsigned article stated that:
"ASUC has been reorganized into a government
that is doing things on this campus." The article
went on to argue that in view of this accomplishment, the ASUC officers should receive stipends;
however, by Feb. 16, 1970, Jesse Davis, President
of the School of Medicine, proposed another reorganization to supplant the dramatic and significant
changes. By the spring of 1970, ASUC memos be-

by Loren Pickart, Editor-inChief
On May 17, 197 1 I was
appointed F.d it or-in-Chief of

the Synapse by the first campus-wide Publications Board to
direct the operation of (he paper. The following is an accounting of the operation of the
S\ napseover that period and
future plans for the miner.
Financial status; By May of
1971 the Synapse had accumulated a total operational debt of
$ 14.125 after two years of operation under ASUCSF. This

"It really doesn't do anything. We just drag it out for NIH site visits."

lated the problem of changes that ASUC was a sethe latest reorganization of ASUC had been comcret organization. ;
'■".
pleted.
� Oris '-clan 'begin "te.'Wdnder
'Shortly thereafter, the Camboakiß-Kient State.aftfci |Hi& re>i<Sw;of 2"■•'
'
'-'
crisis gave UCSF a Wief period of unifiecFstQdent' •' I l"/2yeafsi'6fASCJCSF;staternents'whAfiefdhe sole
programs and goals but by Oct. 23, 1970an ASUC
purpose of the organization is to periodically anofficer wrote that: "... student government doesn't
nounce new and dramatic reorganization plans.
seem particularly relevant to the daily life of the
Yet, recent events suggest that ASUCSF may have
majority of students..." and on Dec. 4 another offifinally coalesced organization of value in the Fall
cer described the organization as being a "skeleton
quarter of 1971. The establishment of a shuttle bus
holding operation, trying to sustain the mechanism
between the campus and married student housing
for possible use by a future student body." By Mar.
on Mount Sutro is due in large part to the efforts of,
12, 1971 apian for acomplete reorganization of
and partial funding by, ASUCSF. The group is
ASUC was proposed by the organization's officers
pressing vigorously for the opening of all universityat an ASUC assembly. On April 2, 1971 the Synowned housing to UCSF students. A lower scale of
apse headline announced: "ASUC BEGINS NEW
Millberry Union membership fees for students will
DIRECTION WITH UPCOMING ELECbe fought for because of the $60,000 per year booksTIONS." The remainder ofthe school year was
tore profit and the student paid registration fee
occupied by ASUC articles in the Synapse discussmonies allotted to Millberry. And finally, and pering aspects of the new reorganization and President
haps of most significance, is the opening of the ExeWren's famous quote in the April 30, 197 1 Syncutive Board meetings to students.
apse: "ASUC is a paper tiger." Recently (Oct. 29,
So if you have a problem, or are merely curious,
1971) the Executive Director of ASUCSF, Gary
drop in on one of the Tuesday night meetings.
Hubiak, announced that after a summer of work
ASUCSF is finally off the merry-go-round.

320 for 1971-1972. Since the

Synapse guidelines state that
the paper is to represent the
entire campus, I shall attempt
to find other sources of revenue
in the future to supplant the

student-paid registration fee
monies.

Advertising Revenue. In
1969-1970 there were $4507 in
ads placed in the paper; however, only $2542 was ever collected from the ads. The ad
manager was paid a total
$2247, leaving a net gain of
$297.
During that year

.

For 1971-1972 Barbara
Putman, an S. F. State student
was hired as ad manager. The
ad rates were raised from $ 131
per page to $ 150 per page. The
saleries and commissions were
adjusted to equal 1/3 of the
page rate and no commissions
are now paid on uncollected
ads. Because of the problem of
collection of ads, the billing
was removed from the accounting office and is now handled
directly by the Synapse. The ad
volume is running about 2.5
times that of last year and virtually all billings are quickly

adjust the rates, salaries, and
collection percentage sothat
one page of ads will pay for two
pages of printing costs.
Editorial changes
While it would be much
easier to reprint articles, we
are trying this year to avoid
reprints and develop UCSF
writers. In this was the Synapse can serve both as a
newspaper and a educational
vehicle for campus writers.
In the upcoming issues, we
plan to initiate in depth
coverage of the events south

six-month report on the synapse
debt has been cleared by a
$ 15(H)payment from ASUCSF
and obtaining a special recistrution fee allocation of $ 12.---625. The yearly registration fee
allocution was raised from
$20,115 for 1970-1971 to $ 27,-

$3101 in ads were placed in the
Synapse. $ 1985 collected, and
the ad manager paid $ 1040. The
net gain was $945 and the printing costs of the space used by
the ads in the paper was $ 1040,

for a net loss of $95.

collected. After payment of
salaries and commissions, the
Synapse is clearing about $ 160
per issue. The space occupied
by the ads per issue represents
about $ 75 in printing costs. The
goal in the advertising is to

of Parnassus Groups and individuals with items or stones of interest to the wider
campus community are
warmly invited to submit
copy. Since most of our writing is done by students with

packed school and research

schedules, we try to have
groups or individuals do their
own writing; however, we
can supply some limited
coverage oftopics of interest.

Future plans. We would like
expand the Synapse to 12
pages per issue in the near future. The main difficulty in
such a plan is the insufficient
amount ol copy ol a reasonable
quality. We are trying to find a
path between the rhetoric of so
many university newspapers
and the Alice-in-Wonderland
approach of the UCSF Public
Information Office.
We plan to group issues, if
possible, around specific topics
such as our recent issues on
to

woman at

ULSh and graduate

education at UCSF.
UCSF is a present one of
the best and most exciting
campuses in the U.S. in terms
of research and medical education. We are working to create
a Synapse of equal merit.
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by
Julius F. Warthen
One of the most discussed issues on this campus among Blacks is
change. Such discussions
reflect dissatisfaction in
most phases dealing with
the operatiional structure
of this establishment. The
upgrading of minority employees to more responsible positions, more respect
and concern from supervisors and a more stable vein
of communication between
supervisors and employees,
being just a few of the key
issues.
each
departmIn
ent...except those where
Blacks think that their positions have graduated them
from the class of the problem infested Blacks...such
discussions are daily. From
the pressing boards of the
laundry to the Classroom
lectures of the Black Mcdi-

cal students, the discussion of
discontent persists and the
desires for mass changes
hold a suppressingly tantamount positions.
In view of this, however,
are we ready for change, do
we really desire to change
things ourselves or are we
waiting for someone to
change things for us and
lay the homage at our feet?

seemingly, was regarded
as being insignificant. From
the 1000 (one thousand)
questionaires passed out
only 40 (forty) were completed and returned. This
statistic is indeed appalling,
but I assume it is to be accepted. When 960 of the
one thousand employees
who received questionaires
do not find it necesasary to

What about the Black administrators, do you see
conditions as being only
problematic for Blacks in
the lower echelon of the
employment structure, thus
finding no reasons for becoming involved? And the
Black supervisors,' do you
find it necessary to encourage a free expressions of
Black employees or are you

BLACK ISSUES
A few weeks ago a survey questionaire was
passed out at least a thousand Black employees and
students, asking their opinions on some of these key
issues. The survey was designed to gather and consolidate views and opinions
in order to magnify all efforts for bringing about effective change.
The questionaire, which
consisted of ten questions

take a few minutes to comafraid of being exposed?
plete and return them, the And finally, to the Black
desires for changes are students, do your troubles
questionable.
really end when you get
Can it be assumed that -your black bag and white
in spite of the complaints coat?
Changes are not autothings are getting better in
matically brought about,
all the different departments such as General Seronly through the combined
vices, Housekeeping, the efforts of .the masses are
laundry, the mailroom, the they realistically achieved.
X-ray file rooms and with The complaints which go
the laboratory helpers, asup from "soul row" will
sistants and technicians? only echo down the halls

School of Medicine, George
Catambay, third year dental
student and Gary Hubiak,
Executive Director ASUCSF) is co-ordinating and
organizing the student presentation of the Board on
behalf of all U.C. medical
and dental students. Chancellor Lee will be speaking to

At their November meeting the Board of Regents decided to postpone until January consideration of a proposed $250 per year increase
in the Educational Fee for
medical and dental students
within the UC system.
Regent Glenn Campbell,
who proposed the increase

I
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the Board as the major Administrative opinion on the
proposed increase. George
Catambay will speak before
the Board on behalf of the
students. George, Gary and
Lodema have met several
times with Chancellor Lee to
coordinate their respective
presentations. They have
also met several times with
Steve Williamson, the U.C.
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expected at graduation will
be used in the student presentation before the Board.
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HASSLES?

by Gary Hubiak
ASUCSF Executive Director

have the highist unmet financial need of any section of
the University.
Both sections have medical and dental schools. Secondly, and most important,
the Regents passed (over the
strong objections of President Hitch) a resoulation to
allocate an extra $ 1.6 million
the financial aid with special

questionnaire to mcd and
dental students here and on
the UCLA campus. This
questionnaire has helped
provide financial information
not available to the Financial
aids office. The results of the

Tutoring, programming, debugging, whatever help you need to

Are we really ready? Are
we ready to fight for changing the structure of an establishment which, obviously, has used us as
stepping stones in laying
out its foundation? If
changes are to come about
we will have to do it ourselves, no one is going to do
it for us. If we are waiting
for someone to do it for us,
we are living with false
hope and false hopes are
built of sunbeams, the
smallest shadow will annihilate them.

Although the fee increase
item was postponed the
November meeting and
several important actions relevant to student finances.
First, Regent Carter, chairman of the Committee on
Finance, was kind enough to
point out that the S.F. &
UCLA graduate divisions

Student Body Presidents
Council's research coordinator. Steve has helped provide
state-wide student input in
order for the presentation to
reflect the needs of all U.C.
mcd and dental students rather than just those on the S.F.
campus. The ASUCSF designed and distributed a

regents postpone consideration of tuition increase
asked for a postponement in
order to allow time for the
UCLA campus to separate
the financial records of medical and dental students from
the general student body. As
of now they are not, thereby
obscuring a clear view of the
existing financial need prior
to any increase.
ASUCSF
The
(specifically-Lodema Stephens, President of the

and disappear unless the
complainers lose some of
their inert qualities. However, if one is dedicated to
the cause of change, he is
not going to show any reluctancy in involving himself in whatever is necessary for bringing about the
type changes which will reflect the commitment of a
people.
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tistry and community health
must encompass all facets of a
student's dental education. The
dean of each school bears the
responsibility of seeing this
come to pass. It was felt that
students must be sensitized to
their patients during their educational experiences. This
could best be accomplished by
early community experience
guided by current staff and
behavioral scientists.
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"Friend of those who have no friends...
enemy of those who make themselves our enemy."
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care for persons who are financially able to pay for
health services themselves. This principle governs
all provisions and recommendations of the American Dental Association with respect to national
health programs."
NATIONAL DENTAL LICENSURE CONSIDERED
Of interest particularly to dental students was a
recommendation by the NHI Task Force concerning national licensure. It recommended that a standard of national licensure be established to allow
reciprocity among all states. This recommendation,
n0.55, referred to by some as "far-out fifty-five,"
was defeated in the Reference Committee, and was
not even brought up for consideration by the House
of Delegates. However, advocates of National licensure should not be dismayed completely. Many
controversial issues have come up for consideration
several times before being passed. At least, the
ideas has been forcefully introduced as a possibility
to the usually conservative policy-making body of
the ADA. In addition, a strong statement favoring
regional reciprocity was passed and is now official
ADA policy. It is hoped that this will speed up the
creation of such an arrangement here on the West
Coast. VOTES DOWN ASDA-ADA JOINT
MEMBERSHIP
In what was termed a "freak accident" by some,
and "typical patronizing elitism" by others, the

House voted down a change in the By-laws requiring joint membership of the student ADA and
American Student Dental Association (ASDA)
.This action in no way effects the viability ofthe
ASDA organization. It will continue to grow and
serve dental students in a national context as it has
in the past year. Some within the organization feel
that total independence is better anyway, and still
others see the seeds of an organization offering
membership to dentists as an alternative to the
ADA.
The ASDA has means of funding independent
of the ADA through its own membership. It will
soon have funds from a private foundation if the
recently submitted grants are approved. CONCLUDING REFLECTIONS
Dentists in the United States are slow to accept
responsibility for the dental care of the people ofthe
United States. The House action of approving the
principles of the Task Force proposal is an indication that dentists are aware of outside pressure to
accept that responsibility, but does not really indicate acceptance of the responsibility. This issue and
the licensure issue are issues which concern the dentists who considered them far less than dental students and young dentists. It is our future tney are
playing with, and yet we are not even consulted.
Maybe it's because dental students and young dentists haven't shown an interest. The right time to
start is now.

10,1971
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DIFFERENT FLOORS

n's annual trim-a-limb party

...so I watched him
then he watched me and
it was me at last the
one to be a baby
pulling doctor god to
see the moses given us
wet from floating in a
sea of scare...a toothless
child full of truth yet
sightless for a while he
cannot see the glory now
or watch the horror story

i gave my dollar

to a kid on the street;
he said he could make it
if it weren't for his feet,
"if it weren't for my feet,
i'd be in new mexico.
beware of the ingrowth
(he showed me his feet)
and don't double back,
and don't double back
or live in your car
you'll run out of gas
and not get very far
if it weren't for your feet,
if it weren't for my feet,
i'd be in new mexico."
richard ganci

how little hair he has...
then later I was on a
different floor and
it was me the one to
hear a heart's affair
with life...yet old heart
she is tired so and
knowing now's the time
to go, to dare the no-time
gate and give this ancient
flesh rest at least
the teeth have given up and
I see only hints of hair
so sightless are the eyes
of grace yet old man
in the bed at the end of race,
he is still a body full
of truth and I can
see it in his face.
R. Gregory Austin
Medicine I

-

Should the sauna baths
in Millberry Union
be co-ed or

separate-but-equal?"
Q

&
A

Gerald Pong, CORT Photographer, IK SI
"Separate. Because of the American peoples'

morals and their dirty minds. No mixed bathing.
Not in America. Not like Japan."
Jack Aronson reads
Dylan Thomas'

"A Child's Christmas in Wales"

Al Minvielle, Sports Assistant, Millberry Union
"You mean both of them? We have two. In my

opinion, they should be separate. As a matter of
convenience one is in the men's locker room and
one is by the pool. If the one by the pool is co-ed,
that's fine with me."

consideration of tuition increase
continued from page 3

emphasis on the needs of
health science students. An
unprecedented number of
student presentations (three)
at the November meeting by
the Student Body President
Council was a major force in
getting the Board to disreguard both President Hitch's
and the Finance Committee's
recommendation that the
money go to construction of
buildings rather than financial aid. Though the $1.6 million is not a large figure in
terms of state-wide distribution, it marks a rare moment
when an analysis of student
needs, as presented by students, has carried more
weight before the full Board
oTßegents than the University Administration's position
as conveyed by President
Hitch.

Looking ahead to January,
it seems totally incongruous
for the Regent to vote for an
increased financial aid program with special consideration to helath Science students, then turn around the
following month and levy a
fee increase on those very
same students. Also, this
time students have the support of the University Administration. President Hitch
has stated that he is against
any increase in the Health
Services Educational Fee.
Weirder things have happened at Regents meetings,
though, and only a cautious
optimism is warrented at this
time. The uncurrents of personalities and political dynamics are often more significant than straight-forward
logic when the final vote is
taken. More on this later.

Larayne Iwahashi, Secretary, Nursing Services,
UCSF

"I think they should be separate, because if I
went over there, I'd rather be in a separate place.
Because of my upbringing. We were taught to have
a little bit of modesty."
Linda McAlister, University of Santa Clara premed student
"Being that I'm just a pre-med student applying
here for medical school, co-ed sauna baths give me
an additional incentive for being an on-campus student if I'm accepted. Actually, I wouldn't step into
one unless I were fully clothed. A good way to lose
weight."

Tom Greeran, Food service manager..
"I don't see any need to change as long as each
has a bath. The problem is that when the ladies are
in one of the sauna baths the men can't go in their
dressing room."

bilow
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FANLETTERS

CAL JET CHARTERS

•

"NEW FLIGHT LISTINGS FOR 1972"
EUROPE, JAPAN, HAWAII AND INTER U.S.A.
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Christmas Flights for 1971-72
£901

(16 days)

Oakland/LA to Amsterdam

£9067

(15 days)

-9068

(37 days)

LA/Oakland to London
London to Oakland/LA
LA/Oakland to London
London to Oakland/LA

Amsterdamto LA/Oakland

g-.

£971
£910
£912
=972
£913
£973
£780
£799
£561
£916
£919

(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1

Oakland/LA to Amsterdam
LA, Oakland to London
way) LA/Oakland to London
way)

way)
way)
way)
way)
(1 wayi
(1 way)
(1 way)
(1 way)

=112
=798
=127
£128

(1 way)

1972
=Nl6

(8 days)

W

(8 days)

£W76

(8 days)

#H2

(9 days)
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$289

V

$279

$275
$289
$275
$289
$289
$289
$289
$279
$275
$259
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Lv.
Lv.
Lv.
Lv.
Lv.
Lv.

Feb.

6, 1972 (T.I.A.

$149
$149
$149
$149
$149
$149
$149
$149
$169
$169
$175

Feb. 27, 1972 (Britannia)
Mar. 26, 1972 (Britannia)
Mar. 27, 1972 (T.1.A.)

Apr. 9, 1972 (Britannia)
Apr. 24, 1972 (T.1.A.)
Lv, May 15, 1972 (T.1.A.)
Lv. May 21. 1972 (T.1.A.)
Lv. June 16, 1972 (T.1.A.)
Lv. June 20,1972 (T.1.A.)
Lv. June 24, 1972 (Britannia)

London to Oakland/LA

Ret. Mar. 26,1972
Ret. June 24, 1972
Ret. Sept. 23, 1972
Ret. Sept. 30, 1972

(Britannia)
(T.1.A.)
(Britannia)
(Britannia)

$149
$149
$165
$165

San Francisco to N. Y. (JFK)
New York (JFK) to S. F.
S. F. to Chicago (O'Hare)
Chicago (O'Hare) to S. F.
S. F. to Washington (Dulles)
Washington (Dulles) to S. F.
los Angeles to New York (JFK)
New York (JFK) to Los Angeles
I.A. to Chicago (O'Hare)
Chicago (O'Hare) to L.A.
LA. to Washington (Dulles)
Washington (Dulles) to LA.

Lv. Mar. 26,
Ret. Apr. 2,
Lv. Mar. 26,
Ret. Apr. 2,
Lv. Mar. 26,

1972 (American)

$159

Ret.Apr.

1972

1972 (American)
1972
1972 (United)

$122
$152

2. 1972

Lv. Mar. 26, 1972 (American)
Ret. Apr. 2. 1972
Lv. Mar. 26, 1972 (American)
Ret. Apr. 2, 1972
Lv. Mar. 26, 1972 (American)
Ret. Apr. 2, 1972

$159
$122
$152

Round Trip to Hawaii (Spring Break) 1972
S. F. to Hawaii (Honolulu)
Hawaii (Honolulu) to S. F.

Lv. Mar. 25, 1972 (Pan Am)
Ret. Apr. 2. 1972

$150

One Way to East Coast (Summer Break) 1972
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INTER UNITED STATES FLIGHTS - 1972
Round Trip to East Coast (Spring Break) 1972

(8 days)

%M¥

th

Z
$249

Europe to West Coast

(1 wayl London to Oakland/LA
(1 way) Amsterdam to Oakland
(1 way) London to Oakland/LA

#N2

A

Oakland/LA to Amsterdam
LA/Oakland to London
Oakland/LA to Amsterdam
Oakland to Amsterdam
Oakland/LA to Amsterdam
Oakland to Amsterdam
Oakland/LA to Amsterdam
U/Oakland to London

One Way

fg

.»

™

$249

.

way)

(8 days)

f\\

2,1972
18, 1972 (Britannia)
2, 1972
18, 1972 (Britannia)
23,1972

One Way —West Coast to Europe

=W5O

#

g
W
$249 A

Information Concerning One Ways on Scheduled Round Trip Flights
It is possible to book a one way on a round trip flight listed above, to w
or from Europe, but Federal regulations will only allow a maximum of 4\\
s°o of the total amount of people booked on any one charter flight to
travel one way. (Either to Europe or from Europe to the U. S.) If you dc- W
sire a one way on a round trip, please write us for additional
information.

SM

ft)

$249

Current Europe Charter Schedule —1972

(8 days)

dm
W

(Saturn A.L.)

San Francisco to NY. (JFK)
S. F. to Chicago (O'Hare)
=C22OJ
SF
to Washington (Dulles)
-WSOJ
(1
way)
Angeles to NY. (JFK)
Los
=N2J
£CIB4J (1 way) I. A. to Chicago (O'Hare)
#W76J (1 way) L A. to Washington (Dulles)
£NI6J

(1 way)
(1 way)
(1 way)

Lv.
Lv.
Lv.
Lv.
Lv.
Lv.

June 18. 1972 (American)
June 18, 1972 (American)
June 18, 1972 (United)
June 18, 1972 (American

June 18. 1972

(American)
June 18, 1972 (American)

$79.50
$66.00
$76.00
$79.50
$66.00
$76.00

East Coast to West Coast (Return for Fall Quarter) 1972
£NISS

=C47S

=WS7S

=NSS

=CIBSS
=W7SS

(1
(1
(1
(1
(1

il

New York (JFK) to S. F
Ret.
Chicago (O'Hare) to S. F.
Ret.
Washington (Oullesl to S. F
Ret.
Ret.
way) New York (JFK) to los Angeles
way) Chicago (O'Hare) to los Angeles Ret.
Ret.
way) Washington (Dulles) to L. A

way)
wayl
way)

Sept
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

26.
26.
26.
26.
26.
26.

1972 (American)

1972 (American)

1972 (United)

1972

(American)

1972 (American)
1972 (American)

$79.50
$66.00
$76.00
$79.50
$66.00
$76.00

SPECIAL JAPAN FLIGHT
£70

(46 days)

V
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San Francisco to Tokyo
Tokyo to San Francisco

CUTOUT

Lv

June

Ret.

Aug.

24. 1972 (Canadian
Pacific)

9. 1972

FOR FUTURE REFERENCE

$399
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Quoting Ginzberg,

The

time has come to realize

that women have half the
nation's most valuable resource human talent."
This talent is indeed beginning to flower: last year,
twice as many women as
men (proportionately) were
in the top 10 percent of
their graduating classes in
American medical schools.
Bill Garoutte, M.D., Ph.D.
Professor, Anatomy and
Neurology.

—

To the Editor, THE SYNAPSE:
Power and joy to the
cheerful young people who
planted trees along Irving
Street, to help enhance the
attractiveness of our health
center area. Trees do help
to make streets look better.
Without trees our streets
seem barren, dull and unpleasant. Trees hide the
displeasing aspects of
buildings, but they enhance
the charm of pleasant vistas. Let's plant more.
It is interesting that
some of us tried forty years
ago to get San Franciscans
to plant trees along their
barren streets.' But the natives had the quaint idea
that trees bring fog. The
trees merely condense fog
and help get some of the
moisture into the ground
that we need for shrubs
and flowers. Slowly some
trees did get planted, as
along California Street, and
Masonic. Trees add much
to shopping areas and
business streets. Our young
folks are doing something
really woth while in getting
trees along Irving Street.,
Now let's get after Parnassus.
But while trees add a lot
to the attractiveness of an
area, defacement of public
buildings and light-poles
with political slogans ,
propaganda, racist, or
commercial posters is certainly to be deplored. Let
get the trees and let the
posters go.

Chaiincey D. Leake

money available

W
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Editor, THE SYN-

APSE: Regarding women
in medicine, Dr. Robert
Nozik in the SYNAPSE of
October 29, 1971 asked
about the "number of female graduates who do not
use this lengthy and costly
training 5, 10, or even 15
veers after graduation."
According to Renshaw
and Pennell (1971) there
were 24,088 women physicians in the United States
in December 1969, of whom
20,304 (84 percent) were
professionally active. At the
same time, 282,662 (94 percent) of the 300,854 men
physicians were active. This
answers Dr. Nozik's specific question, but the statistics must be evaluated further. Ginzberg (1966) points
out that the professional
activity of medically-trained
women has changed considerably over the past 40
years. Earlier (1930-1940)
studies indicated that only
about 50 percent of womenMDs remained active,
strongly suggesting, in
combination with the 1969
data (and there are no statistics of which I am awar->)
that the proportion °>f
more recent graduates
remaining professionally
active must be higher than
the 84 percent cited.
We also must consider
the relative longevity of
men and women. At
present in the United
States, women live on the
average 7 years, longer than
men. How this affects their
medical practice is not
however,
clear;
the history of my own medical class (UCSF 1945) may
be relevant. Seven of the
nine women in my Icass are
still professionally active,
25 years after graduation,
and the other two are active
in other ways. Of the 62
men in the class, five are
already dead.
The information offered
above suggests that woman-years and man-years of
professional activity do not
differ significantly.
But there is an even
more important factor.

S

Available

18. 1971

(Round trip)

=C220

a

. . . Still

Lv. Dec.
Ret. Jan.
Lv. Oec.
Ret. Jan.
Lv. Dec.
Ret. Jan.

LA/Oakland to London
Lv. Jan. 23, 1972 (Britannia)
London to Oakland/LA
Ret. Mar. 26, 1972
£90910 (Round trip) LA/Oakland to London
Lv. Feb. 6, 1972 (Britannia)
London to Oakland/LA
Ret. Feb. 27, 1972
#91114 (Round trip) LA/Oakland to London
Lv. Mar. 12, 1972 (Britannia)
London to Oakland/LA
Ret. Apr. 16, 1972
#91221 (Round trip) LA/Oakland to London
Lv. Mar. 28, 1972 (Britannia)
London to Oakland/LA
Ret. Aug. 2, 1972
(Round
trip)
to
#91318
LA/Oakland
London
Lv. Apr. 9, 1972 (Britannia)
London to Oakland/LA
Ret. June 17, 1972
#91415 (Round trip) LA/Oakland to London
Lv. Apr. 16, 1972 (Britannia)
London to Oakland/LA
Ret. May 14, 1972
(Round
trip)
#91517
LA/Oakland to London
Lv. May 14, 1972 (Britannia)
London to Oakland/LA
Ret. June 10, 1972
#91719 (Round trip) LA/Oakland to London
Lv. June 10, 1972 (Britannia)
London to Oakland/LA
Ret. June 25, 1972
(Round trip) Los Angeles to London
#402
Lv. June 13, 1972 (Saturn A.L.)
Amsterdam to Los Angeles Ret. Sept. 3, 1972
(Round trip) Oakland to Amsterdam
#615
Lv. June 15, 1972 (T.1.A.)
Amsterdam to Oakland
Ret. Sept. 16, 1972
#91820 (Round trip) LA/Oakland to London
Lv. June 17, 1972 (Britannia)
London to Oakland/LA
Ret. July 15,1972
(Round trip) Oakland to London
#403
Lv. June 17, 1972 (Saturn A.L.)
Amsterdam to Oakland
Ret. Aug. 24, 1972
(Round trip) Los Angeles to London
#404
Lv. June 18, 1972 (Saturn A.L.)
Amsterdam to Los Angeles Ret. Aug. 27, 1972
(Round trip) Oakland to Amsterdam
#619
Lv. June 19, 1972 (T.1.A.)
Ret. July 16, 1972
Amsterdam to Oakland
(Round trip) Los Angeles to London
Lv. June 20, 1972 (T.1.A.)
#755
Amsterdam to Los Angeles Ret. Aug. 28, 1972
#621
(Round trip) Oakland to London
Lv. June 21, 1972 (T.1.A.)
Ret. Aug. 24, 1972
Amsterdam to Oakland
(Round trip) Oakland to London
#405
Lv. June 24, 1972 (Saturn A.L.)
Ret. Aug. 6, 1972
Amsterdam to Oakland
#624
(Round trip) Oakland to Amsterdam
Lv. June 24, 1972 (T.1.A.)
Ret. Sept. 24, 1972
Amsterdam to Oakland
#91927 (Round trip) LA/Oakland to London
Lv. June 25. 1972 (Britannia)
London to Oakland/LA
Ret. Sept. 23, 1972
#627
Lv. June 27, 1972 (T.1.A.)
(Round trip) Oakland to London
Ret. Sept. 4, 1972
Amsterdam to Oakland
(Round trip) Los Angeles to Amsterdam Lv. July
8, 1972 (Saturn A.L.)
#406
Amsterdam to Los Angeles Ret. Aug. 10, 1972
#92021 (Round trip) Oakland to Amsterdam
Lv. July 15, 1972 (Britannia)
Ret. Aug. 2, 1972
Amsterdam to Oakland
£782
(Round trip) Oakland to Amsterdam
Lv. July 27, 1972 (T.1.A.)
Amsterdam to Oakland
Ret. Sept. 13, 1972
#92123 (Round trip) LA/Oakland to London
Lv. July 29, 1972 (Britannia)
London to Oakland/LA
Ret. Aug. 23, 1972
(Round trip) Oakland to Amsterdam
#407
Lv. Aug. 1, 1972 (Saturn A.L.)
Amsterdam to Oakland
Ret. Aug. 31,1972
£92224 (Round trip) Los Angeles to London
Lv. Aug. 2, 1972 (Britannia)
London to los Angeles
Ret. Sept. 2, 1972
(Round trip) Oakland to Amsterdam
£783
Lv. Aug. 5, 1972 (T.1.A.)
Amsterdam to Oakland
Ret. Sept. 14, 1972
(Round trip) Oakland to Amsterdam
£820
Lv. Aug. 20, 1972 (T.1.A.)
Amsterdam to Oakland
Ret. Sept. 17, 1972
(Round
trip) LA/Oakland to London
#92327
Lv. Aug. 23, 1972 (Britannia)
Ret. Sept. 23, 1972
, London to Oakland/LA
=92428 (Round trip)' LA/Oakland to London
Lv. Sept. 2, 1972 (Britannia)
London to Oakland/LA
Ret. Sept. 30, 1972
(Round trip) Oakland to Amsterdam
£92
Lv. Sept. 2, 1972 (T.1.A.)
Ret. Sept. 27, 1972
Amsterdam to Oakland
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"Don't be misled by lower prices; investigate first! Fly with our g
reliable charter group. Know your facts on your charter carrier before w
you sign your application. Don't take a chance with an unknown charter 4m\
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to ucsf students
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Two new ASUC programs
year offer easy
access to ASUCSI funds for
students. One fund is called the
'"Ad Hoc Croup" fund.
This is
a brand new concept whose
purpose is to make available an
alternative method of funding
lor students who. for whatever
reason, do not wish to go
through the ASUC bureaucratic structure to accomplish a
particular goal. Any individual
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or group whose members are
primarily ASUC members are
an
eligible.
All
individual/group has to do is
present to ASUC Lxecutive
Board (meets regularly on
Tuesday eve. 6-8 p.m.) with a
brief written proposal on why
they want the money and what
they intend to do with it. This
"presentation* is designed by
the Lxecutive Board to be a
minimal hassle, and should not
deter anyone from requesting

-

funding. Ten percent ($4,000)
of the ASUC budget is set aside
exclusively for these requests
and will not be spent for any
other purpose. The Second is
for travel requests. Any student
traveling to an "official" conference, convocation, or organizational meeting is eligible for
up to $100 from ASUC.. The
only stipulation is that a brief
report, suitable for publication
in Synapse, be submitted within two weeks of the event.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

We'd like to fix
your Wagen 4^

today, Dec. 10
SYNAPSE INFORMATION EXCHANGE gathering December 10 Friday, from 4-6
p.m. in Board of Governors Room. All Interested persons are welcome.
FILMS—
"The Forgotten Village (Kline-Hackenschmied, Mexico) and
"Bride of the Andes" (Hani. Japan), 7 p.m. tonite in the Merritt College
(Oakland) cafeteria. Free.
A SERVICE OF CHRISTMAS MUSIC with works by Ramierez, Marx, and J.S.
Bach. 8 p.m. tonite in Memorial Church on the Stanford University campus.

We're United Yolks Works — and we'll give your VW
quality service at prices you can afford. We've got
full machine shop facilities, 20 mechanics, and two
convenient locations. So, stop in any Monday thru
Friday between 8 a. m. and 6 p. m. and let us fix
your Wagen. It won't hurt a bit.

upcoming
Sunday, Dec. 12. Film "Hawaii"
ARMCHAIR TRAVELER FILM SERIESby Ed Lark. At 7:30 p.m. at Flint Center, Dc Anza College, Cupertino.
COMMITTEE AGAINST RACISM-meeting Sunday, Dec. 12 at San Francisco
State College, room 153,' HLL Building. Help refute racist theories of intelligence.
FILM-Fellini's Satyricon at 4 p.m., 7:30 p.m., and 9:45 p.m., Univ. Art Museum
Theater, Berkeley. 75 cents. Tuesday, Dec. 14.
EDO BAYASHI FESTIVAL MUSIC ft PANTOMIME from Japan. Dance, drama,
accompanied by the flute and drum. Elaborate costumes and masks. 4:
30 p.m., Friday, Dec. 17 at A.P. Giannini Auditorium, Bank of America
Center. Lecture demonstration. Full performance at 8:30 p.m. Sponsored by the Japan Society and the American Society for Eastern Arts.
Tickets available at Ticketron or the American Society for Asian Arts.
San Francisco.
INTERNATIONAL CHRISTMAS FRIENDSHIP FESTIVAL Saturday, Dec. 18 to
promote understanding and friendship among the different nations, religions, and races. Dinner and cultural presentations. Phone 861-2641.
Hosted by the International Re-Education Foundation.
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501 Taraval Street
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UNITED
YOLKS

624 Stanyan Street
San Francisco
7521103
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24th ST. COMPONENT SHOP
$22.50 MAXIMUM Labor
on all Stereo Components
Tapes, Color TV, Etc.

from campus

U.C. market

Large stock of quality used
components, all guaranteed.
FANTASTIC TRADE IN ALLOWANCE
for your o'd equipment.
We take it even if it doesn't work!
Dealer for Sherwood, Dual, Shure etc.

Open 11 a.m.-7 p.m. mcl. Sun.

1251 Third Avenue
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4001 24th St. 282-8000
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is presenting 2 crafts fairs as a benefit. The fairs
RADIO STATION KPFA
will be held on consecutive week-ends in San Francisco and Berkeley.
The San Francisco fair will be held on December 10-11 at the Friends
and Relations Hall, 660 The Great Highway. The Berkeley Fair will be
held on December 18-19 at the Finnish Hall, 1819 Tenth St. The hours
for both fairs are 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Saturday and noon to 6 p.m. on
Sunday. There is no admission charge.

of interest

EUROPE

99c

ALL YEAR ROUND FROM WEST COAST

Fish A Chips

'j

661-4448
503 Irving, Corner of 6th
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DAY & NIGHT TV SERVICE CO,
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meets every Tuesday from 6-8 p.m. in the
meeting is open to all students.
Madrone Room in Millberry Union. The

ASUC EXECUTIVE BOARD

CgfTg

Since 1953

want our campus newspaper to be a
THE EDITORS OF THE SYNAPSE
important issues and programs
vehicle for the effective presentation of
to bring about this
being carried out by various campus groups. In order
an Information Exobjective the Synapse announces the creation of
bi-monthly meetings. Delechange Council, which will institute informal
as well as any intergates from the various campus groups and schools,
The meetings will have severested individuals, will be invited to attend.
present proposals for articles and
al purposes. The Synapse staff will
we would like to see feedback. Also, we will
themes for issues, on which opportunity to
learn about the endeavors
look to these meetings for the
we may aid them in
and accomplishments of campus groups and how
in the planning of artitheir work The staff is willing to help any group
wants to publish investigative and
cles for publication. The paper
thought-provoking articles. We wantto serve both a creat.ve and critical
purposes, accomplishments
function in regard to the plans, programs,community.
and sometimes shortcomings of the UCSF
School, located
Several students at Polytechnic High
TUTORINGCenter, have requested tutoring
about three blocks from the Medical
Medical Center students or emand would greatly appreciate any help
help is needed include
ployees are willing to provide. Subjects in which
geometry, math, algebra, and general science. The tutonng wouldl invplace convenient to both the
olve about two hours a week, at a time and tutoring
should contact Riin
tutor and the student. Anyone interested
San Francisco
chard Satterfield at his home. 525 Ashbury Street. (telephone
664(telephone 431-5259). or at Polytechnic High School
years
-1923) Richard was tutored by Medical Center students about two
employed there.
ago while he was attending Poly and is now

Special 11-2 p.m.

ONE WAY 11N5125
ROUND TRIPIM«S22O
Flights to Israel. Orient & within Europe
E.S.E.P. Educational Student Exchange Program
PHONE 415/826-4217
988 CORBETT AYE. SAN FRANCISCO.CA 94131
E.S.E.P. U.C.J.F.M C MEMBERS'

"The Spirit of Christmas Past"

will make its appearance again in
'THE SPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS PAST"
San Francisco, once again, with all the color and charm of Charles Dickens' London with the coming of the Second Annual Great Dickens
Christmas Fair & Pickwick Comic Annual, now through December 19. It
will be held in the historic WARFSIDE complex at Hyde and Jefferson
Sts. adjacent to The Cannery at Fisherman's Wharf. The Fair will assemble characters of mid-Victorian London; chimneysweeps, street conjurors and pitchmen, flower-sellers, food mongers, wandering musicians
and entertainers. The Fair will also offer continuous entertainments
such as Christmas Pageants and pantomimes, melodramas, a Mr. Fezziwig's Dance Party, music hall songs, and alehouse sing-alongs. There
will also be traditional English Christmas foods and cheer; handmade
p.m. to 11
toys and giftware. It will be open Thursdays and Fridays 5
p.m.; Saturdays from noon to 11 p.m.; and SiJndays from noon to 8 p.m.
Admission to the Fair, including all continuous entertainments, is $2.50
and $1 50 for children under 12. For information call 346-FAIR. For advance tickets and group ticket rates, write FAIR TICKETS, Box 18104. San
Francisco. 94118.

1

MOLLY MALONE'S

GOLDEN GATE

PHOTO CENTER
1234 9th Aye. mot Lincoln Woy
Films, Cameras, Projectors, Supplies
Color Processing by KODAK
ID-Photos. Portraits, Wedding Albums
Save Money on Technicolor Processing
Specials All Year Around
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EUROPE 1972

CHARTER-FLIGHTS
SPRING-SUMMER-FALL
SCHEDULES NOW AVAILABLE

Synapse, serving the entire UCSF campus community
and affiliated hospitals is published weekly by the
Associated Students.
Classified Ad Weekly Rates: Cost is 50 cents for three
lines. 50 cent minimum. Each additional line or fraction of a line is 10 cents. Ads are payable by cash or
check in advance only.
Word Count: Figure 30 units for the first line and 34
units for each additional line. The first word of
the ad should be in all CAPITAL letters. Each letter, space between words, punctuation mark, or
symbol counts as one unit.
Deadline: Ads should be typed and either mailed or
hand delivered with payment to Synapse, c/o
Millberry Union Central Desk, University of California, San Francisco, California 94122. Sorry, no
ads over the phone. We reserve the right to edit
or reject any ad which may Jeopardize our exist-

Many Flights to Choose From
SAMPLE FARES

automobiles

persona)

MERCEDES 63 220b 4dr AM-FM
excel, body, engine, tires. $900

STAR WEST announces its SIR
FRANCIS
EDITION
DRAKE
(subject)* United Kingdom POETS
versus American POETS Judge:
Steven Morris, Director, "Poets
Union," Clumber House, Nottingham NG 7-IEJ, England USA Mail,
to POB 731 sausalito, Ca. USA
WEST! NO Fees
PRIZES
3-31-72 SASE, please or Internl Reply Coupons, please!* or Drake's
Bay, Golden Hinde, etc. etc.

66-4579(8)

626-5805(H)

for sale

-

BUSHNELL MICROSCOPE for
sale. Binocular,mechanical stage,
light case. $350. 661-3927.

-

LONDON Roundtrip
5269
$129
LONDON ,romOne
Way
Low Air Fare on
Inter-European Flights

ISRAEL-AFRICA-ASIA

International I.D. Card Available
Attention group Leaders:
Special flights arrangement for
small or large groups ask for
details. For Information, Schedule, Reservations CALL OR

-

—

WRITE

CHARTER
FLIGHTS INT.
995 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94103

PHON^4ls^92|B^^^^^^l

ence.

PHAEDRA

PUBLISHERS, In©; —
49 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10016
EINSTEIN

BORIS KUZETSOV

Memorable biography by a distinguished Russian scientist. Moving story
of one of the best-loved and brilliant figures of the 20th century. With
great lucidity, examines the intellectual milieu revolutionized by this
Promethean figure. Includes a chapter of his theory of relativity which
makes the concepts immediately accessible to the layman. Quality paper-

bussing comes
to ucsf
The Aldea San Miguel
Shuttle Bus will begin operating on Wednesday, December
lat 7:30
This bus
will serve student families of
Aldea San Miguel , Grounds
and Buildings personnel and
other University personnel who
want transportation up and
down Medical Center Way.

am.

1 he yellow 9 passenger
mini bus will follow a route
from the parking lot near the
Power Plant, up Medical Center Way to Grounds and Build-

back.

$3.95 paper

LET'S FACE IT
KAI HEINONEN
280 Caricatures of the famed in TV, Sports, Politics, Drama, including
major novelists. Governors, Senators, boxers, comedians, revolutionary,
and the very rich. Each caricature is topped by a caption, quoting the
world famous people themselves.
$12.50 cloth

tngs offices, up Medical Center

Way to Aldea San Miguel left

on Johnstone Drive to the Clar-

endon Aye. Gate, back up

Johnstone Drive to behr Aven-

THE STRINDBERG READER
ARVID PAULSON, transl.

ue, left on Behr Avenue to

Johnstone Drive, right on
Johnstone Drive and out the
Medical Center Way gate to
Grounds and Buildings, then to
the Power Plant parking lot.
The bus will operate during
the hours of 7:30 to 9:30 a.m.,
11:30 to 1:30 p.m., and 3:00 to
6:00 p.m. during regularly
scheduled work days.

Comprehensive collection with 11 new stories, 4 complete plays, poems,
stories, and essays. Paulson received the Gold Medal from The Royal
Swedish Academy of Letters for his translations of August Strindberg.
Includes Dance of Death, now an off-Broadway play.
$7.95 cloth; $5.95 paper

THE NEW PLAYS
WILLIAM SAROYAN

Contemporary themes (e.g., generation gap, making money) by the wittiest observer of the human comedy. Here, the Pulitzer Prize winner offers
a new face for the American dream. 14 of these plays appeared on Channel 13 in Sept. and Oct., 1970 to rave notices. To be repeated on national

Aldea San Miquel Shuttle Bus Schedule
Time
*7:30 a.m.
7:33 a.m.
7:36 a.m.
7.38 a.m.
7:40 a.m.

7:42 a.m.
7:45 a.m.
7.47 a.m.
'7:50 a.m.

•7:55 a.m.
7:58 a.m.
8:00 a.m.

8:02 a.m.

8 05 a.m.
•8:07 a.m.

8:10 a.m.
•8.15 a.m.
'8:20 a.m.
•11:30 a.m.
11:33 a.m.
11:36 a.m.
11:38 a.m.
11:40a.m.

11:42 a.m.
•11:45 a.m.
11:47 a.m.
•11:50 a.m.
•11:55 a.m.
1140 a.m.
12:00 p m

12:02 p.m.
12:05 p.m.
•12:07 p.m.
12:10 p.m.
•12:15 p.m.
•12:25 p.m.
12:28p.m.
12:34p.m.
12:36p m
12:3«p.m.

Stops
Power Plant Lot
Grounds A Bldgs
Opp. Med Center Way
Gate on Johnstone Dr.
Clarendon Gate
Behr A Johnstone
Opp 155 Behr
Opp Med Cen Way Gate
Grounds A Bldgs.
Power Plant Lot
Grounds A Bldgs
Opp Med Cen Way Gate
on Johnstone Drive
Clarendon Gate
Behr A Johnstone
Opp. 155Behr
Opp Med Cen Way
Gate on Johnstone
Grounds & Bldgs.
Power Plant Lot
9:30 am Follows Route
Power Plant Lot
Grounds & Bldgs
Opp Med Cen. Way
Gate on Johnstone
Clarendon Gate
Behr A Johnstone
Opp 155 Behr
Opp Med Cen Way Gate
Grounds & Bldgs.
Power Plant L nt
Grounds A Bldgs
Med Cen Way Gate
Clarendon Gate
Behr A Johnstone
Opp 155 Behr
Opp Med Cen Way
Gale on Johnstone
Grounds A Bk'gs
Power Plant Lot
Grounds A Bldgs
Med Cen Way Gate
Clarendon Gate
Behr A Johnstone
Opp 155 Behr

Time

4:27 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
4:32 p.m.
4:34 p.m.
'4:37 p.m.
4:40 p.m.
•4:45 p.m.
•4:50 p.m.
4:53 p.m.
4:55 p.m.
4:57 p.m.
4:50 p.m.
•5:01 p.m.
'5.-05 p.m.
•5:10 pm

5:10-5:35 p.m.
*5:35 p.m.
'5:40 p.m.

$4.95 cloth

Stops

Med. Cen. Way Gate
•12:40 p.m.
12:43 p.m.
Grounds & Bldgs.
•12:50 p.m.
Power Plant Lot
•12:55 p.m.
Grounds & Bldgs.
12:55 to 1:30p.m.
Follows Route
•3:00 p.m.
Power Plant Lot
3:03 p.m.
Grounds & Bldgs.
Opp. Med. Cen. Way
3:06 p.m.
Gate on Johnstone
3:08 p.m.
Clarendon Gate
3:10 p.m.
Behr & Johnstone
Opp. 155Behr
3:12 p.m.
*3:15 p.m.
Opp. Med. Cen. Way
Gate on Johnstone
3:17 p.m.
Grounds A Bldgs.
•3:20 p.m.
Power Plant Lot

*3:25 p.m.
3:30-4:15 p.m.
•4:20 p.m.
•4:25 p.m.

television thisfall.

Grounds A Bldgs.
Follows Route
Power Plant Lot
Grounds A Bldgs.
Opp. Med. Cen Way
Gate on Johnstone
Clarendon Gate
Behr A Johnstone
Opp 155 Behr
Opp. Med. Cen Way
Gate on Johnstone
Grounds A Bldgs
Power Plant Lot
Grounds A Bldgs
Opp. Med. Cen Way
Gate on Johnstone
Clarendon Gate
Behr A Johnstone
Opp 155 Behr
Opp Med. Cen Way
Gate on Johnstone
Grounds A Bldgs.
Power Plant Lot
Follows Route
Power Plant Lot
Last trip to
Aldea San Miguel
and Clarendon Gate

J

JET CHARTER FLIGHTS
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FALL SCHEDULES
- SUMMER
NOW AVAILABLE^$269.
LONDON
ROUND
LONDON "-$129.
WAY
-
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SPRING

TRIP

ONE

Low Air Fares on Inter-European Flights
ISRAEL AFRICA ASIA '
INTERNATIONAL I.D. CARDS AVAILABLE
Attention group leaders: Special flight arrangement for
small or large groups
Ask for details
These flights are open to students, faculty, staff
employees and their immediate family
FOR SCHEDULES, CALL OR WRITE

m
m

■

Phone (41S) 392-8513

|

MAIL TODAY FOR FREE FLIGHT INFORMATION

charterTDghts InT.
■ 995 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94103

—
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I Please mail me information on flights

I

Name:
Address:

m City. State

*

Zip Code:
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